a treatise on the law
What’s “fair” for a juvenile offender who is over the age of 14 and who may be required to register as a sexual offender? The juvenile court wields great power in such cases, and a juvenile offender

juvenile sex offender registration: applying the ‘learned treatise’ exception to the hearsay rule
BY HASSAN GIMBALA
I wanted to continue with my treatise on the rule of law as our only panacea for survival when a clarion call by the governor of Katsina

banditry and our quest for leadership
By Hope O’Rukebe Eghagha
In the light of the extreme forces currently ravaging the cosmos, challenging, and disrupting the world moral order, killing off human beings like birds eating

man and the justice of heaven
By a law professor at Loyola Law School in Los Angeles and the author of a treatise on the state’s criminal laws. “The whole world knows the jury found Durst guilty,” Professor Levenson said,

robert durst’s death comes with a bizarre legal twist
Bachelet said the document has gone from being an “aspirational treatise” to a set of standards that has “permeated virtually every area of international law” The Universal Declaration of

70th anniversary of the universal declaration of human rights
The greatest problem of man is man is the problem rsquo;-Anonymous Aside from the time-honoured belief that the poverty (intellect

ortom and a nation of contradictions
The Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution includes a provision known as the Takings Clause, which states that “private property (shall not) be taken for public use, without just compensation.” This

jim valentine: private property rights
The only treatise from the Hippocratic Corpus to which we can attribute an author’s name. It is the work of Polybus, Hippocrates’ student and son-in-law. Here, we see for the first time a very clear

greek medicine from hippocrates to galen: selected papers
The treatise of Sus’ruta (written down fourth century C.E Bose, who experimented with wireless transmission before Marconi; Meghnad Saha, whose law of ionization can be considered the first

the mad king was an anti-slavery trailblazer: how george iii branded european traffickers ‘repugnant’ and denounced trade in text he wrote as a boy... five decades before he ... I have just finished reading the 2000 plus pages of Kim Stanley Robinson’s Mars Trilogy, written in the 1990s. The books detail the terraforming of Mars, from a ‘red’ to a ‘green’ to a ‘blue’ planet,

systems thinking, bogdanov, and kim stanley robinson’s ‘mars trilogy’
Augustine’s treatise on the good of marriage (De bono coniugali) consists of three benefits: fidelity (fides), progeny (proles) and sacrament (sacramentum). These ideals are not very different patriarchal capitalism and marriage in 21st century
In September 2019, Randy and I released An Introduction to Constitutional Law: 100 Supreme Court Cases Everyone Should Know. On the one-year anniversary, we announced that more than 20,000 copies

“an introduction to constitutional law” has 1,000 review on amazon
WASHINGTON (CN) - Though apparently unanimous, the Supreme Court’s rejection of a defamation case by a Bill Cosby accuser triggered a lengthy treatise on the standard an actual-malice standard in

thomas pans malice standard in appeal by cosby accuser
To say that I was extremely disappointed that Goldwater voted against the civil rights bill doesn’t nearly capture how upset I was,” McConnell wrote. That vote, McConnell added, “came to inaccurately

bill straub: mcconnell’s meandering principles reveal his game-playing; larry forgy will be missed
I understand that the article could not be a comprehensive art-history treatise. Nonetheless, if I were to find fault with Coates’s argument, it would be with her suggestion that there is a

letters
Every discerning Nigerian knew it would come sooner than later. We are all involved because in his book, “Politics, a Treatise on Government”, Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, posited that

2023: shouldn’t pdp reward fidelity?
Galileo went home and worked on other things, including a treatise on the philosophy of science, The Assayer, published in 1623. That same year, Cardinal Maffeio Barberini, an ardent admirer of Galileo

how simplistic narratives can mislead us: a case study of the galileo affair
The treatise of Sus’ruta (written down fourth century C.E Bose, who experimented with wireless transmission before Marconi; Meghnad Saha, whose law of ionization can be considered the first

math, science, and technology in india
NPR music critic Ann Powers uncorked a long, unforgiving treatise on how it doesn’t matter that the Beatles were progressive and loved Black music because they were still somehow part of making

graham: ‘help’ indeed - npr tunes in to the beatles and finds racism
a Westlaw treatise chapter on LGBTQ employment discrimination, and an article on integrating Black queer feminist ecology into environmental law and policy for the Tulane Journal of Law and Sexuality.

zoea bowmani
This article follows on the heels of [Quinn]’s other work: a treatise on the calibration of a drill press, and it outlines all the steps one has to take to bring one of these misunderstood tools

how to have an above average time with a cheap horizontal bandsaw
However, the surfeit of atmosphere can’t atone for the lack of suspense in this tired treatise on the old adage Bowman and his prissy sister-in-law (Jane Wyatt) is less convincing.

house by the river
AN ARTIST’S DEATH For Bryant I’ve often thought of writing about you, And how your voice once filled the little square How there was very little I could do Except go to the funeral home

august 25, 2014
Thomas Aquinas’s classic Treatise on Divine Law is brought to life in this illuminating line-by-line commentary, which acts as a sequel to Budziszewski’s Commentary on Thomas Aquinas’s Treatise on Law

commentary on thomas aquinas’s treatise on divine law
practiced land use law in California, but have lived in Idaho for the past 10 years. While California has a significant literature on planning, Idaho has, well, basically one treatise written by

land use prof blog
‘Erskine May’, like ‘Hansard’, is a book recognised by its author’s name much more readily than by its title; and, also like Hansard, it is closely connected to the work of the British Houses of

a treatise upon the law, privileges, proceedings and usage of parliament
He is the lead author of “Health Law — Cases, Materials and Problems” (now in its 8th edition), which remains the leading casebook in the field. He is also co-author of the treatise, “Health Law,”

health law program faculty
THIS is a descriptive treatise in which the experimental phenomena the few formulæ included in the text in connection with such laws as the law of refraction of light and Ohm’s law involving

trattato elementare di fisica
Author of Brazil’s leading trade secrets treatise, Elisabeth Kasznar Fekete has practised in IP matters for more than 38 years, covering both litigation and counselling in trademarks, unfair

elisabeth kasznar fekete
She wrote a collection of animal fables, translated a religious treatise on Purgatory and a life of Saint Audrey from the Latin, and composed a series of twelve short tales in verse, called lais,

industrious habits
His treatise “The Wealth of Nations” describes which based its political and economic doctrines on the supremacy of natural law, wealth, and order. He was particularly influenced by the

adam smith
It also provides news about bankruptcy proceedings across the country. Criminal Law concentrates on interesting and prominent cases, prosecutors, and defense attorneys. Coverage also highlights points

lexisnexis announces treatise, data enhancements; upgrades lexisone
Review: Nathan Law’s Lesson for Democracies Nathan Law’s Lesson for Democracies | View Comments () “What does it mean to be free in a world increasingly shaped by the rising authoritarian power of

nathan law’s lesson for democracies
Congress has enacted several major reforms for employer-sponsored retirement plans and individual retirement accounts (“IRAs”), always with